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I. Rationale
Most architects will, at some point in their career, design and build some form of housing. The premise of
this advanced option studio is that the study of housing in dense contexts is essential to the education of
an architect.
While shifting economic trends may determine the volume of housing built in this country, in more densely
settled locations like Switzerland, housing construction is an everyday matter.. The U.S.A. has a
population density of 84 persons per square mile, while that of Switzerland is persons 490 persons per
sq. mile, 5.8 times as dense as the U.S., yet much of Switzerland is unbuildable due to the amount of
mountainous terrain.
II. Course Aims and Objectives
Aims
Students will learn, through working in alternatives, to generate concepts for various collective dwelling
types on an urban scale and in different context scenarios. Through these investigations on type, group
form, and variation, students will achieve a broader understanding of the nature and scope of housing, in
the urban, sub-urban, and in the landscape context.
Specific Learning Objectives:
The department is required by the National Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB), as part of the
accreditation process, to collect specific course material for each course taught. This course fulfills NAAB
requirements as noted.
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AMPLIFIER: Three Acts of Immanent Architecture
This studio proposes to examine three distinct sites in the Pacific
Northwest - and the cultural, environmental, and experiential
landscapes manifested in them - with the intent of developing
resultant and responsive acts of propositional architecture.
The studio will be charged with the task of indentifying local
conditions and concentrating those forces acting upon each site, to
create a new built form of ritual and communal architecture for a
cultural institution that supports both individual and collective uses
for the purpose of celebration, contemplation, and ceremony. This
architecture will manifest an absolutely specific response to context
with a distinct new purpose/function. Through acts of eminent
domain, we will select sites, explore their potential, and propose new
architecture that will amplify understanding, experience, and purpose.

Arch 4102/5116 Option Studio Spring 2012

Nature Does Not Exist
Claudia Pasquero, Marco Poletto, Kevin Pratt

TetraHedron City, B. Fuller, 1968

//Premise// As human impact on the world’s biosphere reaches critical levels, we should recognize and
accept the fact that “nature no longer exists”; at least not as that untamed plane of reference where
forces re-circulate in a balanced and harmonious way; in the words of Slavoj Zizek, nature is crazy,
catastrophic and brutal. Such acceptance will help us avoiding the contemporary cultural pitfall
promoted by what we should define “ecologic ideology”. At the same time it will liberate a much more
radical attitude towards the development of new models of transformation of the environment, new design
practices for the reconfiguration of the city and the role of architecture in this process.

Cornell University
Department of Architecture
Spring 2012

ARCH 8913 Kigali studio : urban wetlands
Instructor
Meeting times
Office Hours
Contact
Grading

Tomà Berlanda ph.d., Visiting Critic
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 12:30pm-4:30pm
Friday 9-11am, and by appointment
201A Rand, tb367@cornell.edu
9 credits

Kigali wetland system and urban fabric, 2010

African urbanisation: the case of Rwanda
The fast and growing urbanisation process which is radically transforming Sub Saharan Africa will increase
in the next decades. Rwanda not only is no exception to this process, but can be considered a paradigmatic
laboratory of accelerated modernisation.
A small, landlocked country, with its 10.5 million inhabitants occupying the 26'400 sq.km surface, Rwanda
is Africa's most densely populated, averaging 400 inhabitants/sq.km. A fertile country, rich in water, almost
entirely cultivated, yielding two harvests per year, it is struggling with producing enough food for the
subsistence of the population. Its altitude (the lowest point sits at 1300m above sea level) mitigates the
tropical climate, and the topography is characterised by a hilly landscape. One third of the cultivated ground
sits on slopes steeper than 20%, and the traditional settlement model is not based on a network of villages,
but on a multitude of isolated dwellings on the hillsides which the inhabitants consider their communities.
85% of the population lives in rural areas and only 8% live in Kigali, the capital city. Therefore the common
definition of Rwanda as the "land of the thousand hills" is more than a mere geographical description, since
every hill is an element of social and productive organisation.
In official documents the transformation of its territory and landscape is considered a goal to be pursued
and encouraged through the reorganization of agricultural activities, the concentration of investments in
urban centres, the adoption of measures aimed at moving and grouping population. This direction is
apparent in policies and programmatic indications at national level and is further confirmed in documents at
the local level, from district plans to master plans. Besides having many economic, social, environmental
implications, the theme raises specific questions to those engaged in the analysis and design of the
territory.
ARCH8913 syllabus
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ICELANDIC FARMHOUSE

option studio spring semester 2012 Department of Architecture Cornell University

The taming of nature has been fundamental in the development of man, the most pervasive
species on planet earth. This program seeks to address the identity, future and image of farming
and how it might develop to serve not only the needs of mankind but also augment the natural
environment.
The work of the studio is sited on the island of Engey in Faxi Bay Iceland, 2,5km from the
capital, Reykjavík and will be realized through three, interlinked, research projects.

Engey is the second largest island on the Kolla Bay. Its name is most likely
derived from its meadows, which were used for haymaking. The Sturlunga
Saga mentions the transport of dried fish and grain from the island in 1226,
which suggests fishing outfits and grain crops cultivation on the island. The
Njal’s Saga tells us about the ownership of the island at the time.
The first church there was consecrated in 1379 and the last one was desecrated
in 1765. The last farmhouses had decayed for years and become a blemish at
the entrance of the capital from the sea in the sixties. They were painted and
stood like that for several years before they were burnt down.
An outlaw thief, Arnes Palsson, who had accompanied the country’s outlaws in
th
uninhabited areas in the 18 century and spent his last years on social welfare
on the island, died there in 1805. Specially shaped boats, popular on the Faxi
Bay, were built on and named after the island after 1880. Such boats were
more stable and better sailers than others.
Among the public figures, who traced their ancestry to the islands, were Prime
Minister Bjarni Benediktsson and Rev. Bjarni Palsson. The poet Grimur
Thomsen owned the island for a while before it became the property of the
government. In 1978 it was transferred to the municipality. The lighthouse on
its northern end was originally built in 1902 and restored in 1937.
http://www.nat.is/travelguideeng/island_engey.htm

